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Great for any age group sibling going through the NICU experience This
book is becoming our daughter's go to book since our son spent 20 days
in the NICU. Our daughter is 3 therefore we don't browse every word but
the pictures are very real looking and it's been an incredible tool to
greatly help her express her emotions and concerns. My 2 and 4 year old
enjoy this book and it does a good work of ... Leibovici for all your
books, and the thoughtful manner in which you make mature topics
accesible to kids in a manner that respects their truth and personhood..
Nevertheless, he sits and listens to the entire book each time we
examine it, therefore the length didn't become an issue. A detailed,
thorough resource for families and educators. Parents and kids find out
about the NICU through the eyes of youthful Adam, whose sister was
created premature. I especially just like the support questions and
suggestions for sibiling involovement. The illustrations provide
detailed, accurate scenes that will help parents describe the NICU to
their teenagers. The book also includes information about the author's
personal encounters in the NICU, ideas for parents, and further
discussion questions for parents and caregivers. A Beautiful, Helpful
Book Lovingly written and beautifully illustrated, this book is a very
important resource for families experiencing life in the NICU. Every
Nicu family's guide With this special book, Danielle Leibovici is
campaigning for NICU siblings and family in the united states and around
the world. The illustrations compliment the thoughtfulness of the
story's perspective and message. As the author is a family group
therapist and former NICU mother or father herself, the tale succeeds in
encompassing the kind of fact a NICU baby’s impact has on all family,
siblings and parents included. Many thanks Ms. The focus on fine detail
in these illustrations (like in the NICU itself), is incredible and the
story's message on the virtues of waiting around is usually to be
cherished by all. There is also wonderful, educational and useful info
and activities for everyone in the family members to do together. All
together, this publication’s message can be to validate, strengthen and
unify the family members unit in what's likely a challenging time while
their baby is looked after in the NICU. Danielle Leibovici has written a
tremendously important book not merely . I was originally disappointed
to see how much text there was on each web page, thinking it'd become an
excessive amount of for my 2 calendar year outdated to sit through.
Therefore valuable to households with infants in the NICU. Danielle
Leibovici has written a tremendously essential book not merely for
families who are going through (or have gone through) the NICU
encounter, but for those of us who know other people who have. It really
is a reserve that covers a hard reality with candor, emotional
intelligence, courage, and truthfulness, all approaches to admire when
dealing with any subject around children--not least of which the
difficult types. It is very apparent that much research, dedication and
love went into making this book so precious for families. This book can

help open a discussion that is essential by families who end up in a
most vulnerable time. I was specifically moved by among the gorgeous
illustrations that captured the first impression of Adam, the older
brother, when he views his baby sister in the NICU for the first time.
My 2 and 4 year older enjoy this reserve and it does an excellent job of
supporting siblings to procedure the experience of having a baby brother
or sister in the NICU. Much Needed NICU Family Support Book A much
needed story to greatly help ease the roller coaster of feelings that
families experience with birth of a baby requiring Neonatal ICU care.
Looking forward to Emma: A Brother's Tale surpasses all my objectives as
a NICU RN that has looked after countless NICU households. Every NICU
must have a copy to talk about. The reserve explores the countless
emotions that family go through when a baby is normally born too early.
Congratulations Danielle Leibocivi and done well! Five Stars An
absolutely stellar addition to the literary world. The illustrations
cannot be more realistic and the story really considers the wide range
of emotions that both parents and siblings experience while their
son/child/brother/sister can be in the NICU. incredible book Beautiful
book..
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